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DOSSIER  /  Retail, Hong Kong

Good Design Study 
Text  /  Catherine Shaw       Images  /  Simon J Nicol

Creating innovative retail interiors is always part 
art, part science, but when space is severely limited 
it is even more important to get the balance right. 

�e Good Design Store at Hong Kong’s PMQ o�ers a 
masterclass in striking the perfect mix of quiet e�ciency 
and maximum style while retaining a distinctive Japanese 
experience, making the tiny 27-square-metre store one of our 
favourite spots in the city.

�e store, designed by Hong Kong-based General Store 
Ltd, re�ects a unique design brief that follows the Japanese 
aesthetic of wabi sabi, a complex traditional design 
philosophy that embraces imperfection with unpretentious 
rustic elegance.

‘It was about preserving the essence of the historical building 
rather than covering the space in non-related materials,’ 
explains GDS manager Junko Gennami. ‘It was important 
from the very start of thinking about the space that our 
creative process proceeded in a Japanese way.’

General Store designer Shelly Hayashi says that with so 
many di�erent products to display, the shop’s compact 
size and rectangular shape represented the greatest design 
challenge. Products on show range from Japanese designer 
Naoto Fukasawa’s large sculptural Bent Glass Bench and 
Issey Miyake’s origami-inspired IN-EI lamps for Artimede 
to smaller items such as scissors by Hayashi Cutlery and 
digital watches by Casio.

�e design solution was to allocate su�cient space around 
each product while making the space feel light and inviting. 
‘We wanted to create a space that would complement and 
focus on the products and not necessarily the space or design,’ 
says Hayashi.

In practice this meant concrete walls and �oors retained in 
their raw unpolished state, with the addition of light toned 
wood and white �xtures creating a subtle contradiction 
between the products  — that are perfect — and the space — 
that is imperfect. �e design took about a month to �nalise 
and the �t-out about a week to complete.

To ensure a smooth �ow of visitors through the relatively 
con�ned space, the designers created distinct areas dedicated to 
speci�c groups of products, carefully calculating how customers 
would use the space without it becoming overcrowded in one 
area or creating a bottleneck for movement around the rest of 
the shop.
 
Keeping every corner of the small space uncluttered, light and 
airy was also critical. Here the designers employed a blend of 
modern lighting, adding products like mirrors and lamps to 
avoid dark spaces or corners that can make a space feel smaller. 
Vertical placement of products instead of simple horizontal 
shelving also helped to create a more sophisticated ‘�oating’ 
look for the space.

Although one of the design brief ’s objectives was to project a 
subtly Japanese aesthetic — important given that the store sells 
products that have received the Good Design Award, Japan’s 
highest design accolade — it was considered equally important 
that the space did not become a literal translation of the brand. 

Bestselling items include the ‘Hope Forever Blossoming’ vase 
by D-BROS, an intriguing �at-pack plastic vase, and Ohashi 
Ryoki’s modern interpretation of the Masu box, a traditional 
hinoki wood box used as a measuring cup. 

‘�ese products are individually a perfect aesthetic in 
themselves; however, when displayed in a suitably neutral area 
they become automatically harmonised with the space itself, 
almost like magic,’ explains Gennami. 

‘Nowadays people can a�ord to buy the same product from 
many di�erent places, so you need to consider why people 
would wish to come and buy at your store,’ she adds.  

‘�ey are seeking a good experience, and so design must �t 
with hospitality and service for any business. We consider this 
to be a sixth sense: asking ourselves about what constitutes a 
comfortable life. Design and creativity are subjective matters, 
so if you enjoy the process it will be re�ected in the product 
and space that you create.’

Top: Peering in through the window of Good Design Store’s facade at its PMQ store
Bottom: �e interior is a case study in e�cient retail design
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DOSSIER  /  Furniture Collection

Furniture Folklore 
Text  /  Shonquis Moreno

On a coarse coastline accessible only by ferry, the 
hotel at the end of the earth rose out of the 
North Atlantic in June 2013. �e Fogo Island 

Inn faces the spume of waves that are cut with shards of 
ice and boil into scalded milk around dark phalanxes of 
rock. Its 29 suites are anchored lightly to an island o� 
the larger island of Newfoundland, each surveying the 
violent ruminations of a restless ocean. �e architecture 
is stolid, minimal and bright, with air and space; it is 
furnished with rocking chairs, beds, benches and quilts 
that speak eloquently, not only of shelter and repose, 
but of the local culture that made them. Because it was, 
precisely, the local culture that made them.

From sconces and side tables to dining chairs and 
hangers, the inn’s furnishings were crafted by island 
artisans and designed in collaboration with fresh 
talents from Europe and Canada like Elaine Fortin 
and Ineke Hans, who visited the island to collaborate 
with a craftsman. �en, last October, working with 
the Inn and its newly launched shop, Canadian design 
showroom Klaus by Nienkämper decided to distribute 
a 70-piece Fogo Island furniture collection described 
by Nienkämper himself as ‘furniture folklore’ to the 
international market.

As a re�ection of place, the work represents a dovetailing 
of the austere with the whimsical. ‘�ese pieces are local 
to Canada, local to Newfoundland and really local to 
Fogo Island,’ says Kingman Brewster, director of design 
and development for the Shorefast Foundation. ‘�e 
speci�city of them is immediately apparent and yet 
each is imbued with contemporary international design.’ 
British textile designer Donna Wilson’s Bertha armchair 
is an exposed plank chair softened with wool cushions 
to invoke the warmth of islanders’ wooden boats and the 
insides of their homes. �e Puppy side table, designed by 
islander Nick Herder, was fashioned from a single piece 
of wood board, one leg of which is made from the pattern 
cut out of the table’s other side. Montreal-based Elaine 
Fortin worked with a local boat builder to prototype the

Punt chair through old island building techniques: 
the two harvested timbers from the base of tamarack 
trees that had grown in the particular shape needed 
to accommodate the piece were milled, air-dried and 
�nish-milled to arrive at the chair’s precise form. 

‘Fifty years ago everything on the island was from 
the island. So we decided that everything in the Inn 
had to be made on the island,’ says the Inn’s architect, 
Newfoundland-born, Norway-based Todd Saunders, 
who grew up just a ferry ride away. ‘Growing up on an 
island in the North Atlantic, you have to know how 
to �x anything. �e boat makers were really intuitive 
— you couldn’t put anything in front of them that 
they couldn’t �gure out.’ For example, London studio 
Glass Hill didn’t produce drawings; instead, they sent 
prototypes to the island and Skyped while the carpenters 
made their own sundry adjustments. �e building 
process was much the same. ‘We did 125 drawings and 
we never even looked at them,’ says Saunders. ‘We were 
going back to old-school master building.’

�e Inn is in Joe Batt’s Arm, a name that sings of being 
local and of the local being personal. �e furnishings 
and the Inn are part of a larger social enterprise 
reinventing the island — one of Canada’s oldest 
rural communities — which was hit hard following 
the collapse of the centuries-old Grand Banks cod 
�shery. �rough multiple creative and commercial 
channels, the Shorefast Foundation has been making 
an isolated, formerly brittle economy resilient so that 
those who invest in the furniture are giving by getting: 
pro�ts from both the inn and furniture sales go back 
into the community. 

Of course, now no one has to go to the ends of the 
earth to experience a little bit of the ends of the earth. 
But if the Fogo furniture serves as a souvenir for 
those who have made the journey, it also represents 
the lure of a journey to come for those who have yet 
to leave home. Top and bottom: Inside the guest rooms at the Fogo 

Island Inn, Newfoundland. Images by Alex Fradkin



Top: �e lobby area of the small hotel. Image by Alex Fradkin
Bottom: A rocking chair, one of a 70-piece Fogo Island collection. Image by Ste�en Jagenburg
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